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Raytheon Leans on Red Hat to Advance DevSecOps [3]

Jon Check, senior director for cyber protection solutions for Raytheon Intelligence,
Information and Services, said Raytheon has developed a set of DevSecOps practices for
organizations building applications deployed in highly secure environments, involving
government contracts.
Raytheon and these customers have been challenged by a chronic shortage of IT professionals
with the appropriate level of clearance to work on these classified projects. To overcome that
issue, Check said Raytheon developed what it describes as a ?code low, deploy high?
approach to DevSecOps. Developers who lack security clearances can still build applications;
however, those applications can only be deployed by IT professionals having the appropriate
security clearance.
In addition, Check said Raytheon has developed integrations between its DevSecOps
framework and various IT tools based on the ITIL framework, which so many IT operations
teams depend on to foster collaboration across the application development and deployment
process. For example, he said, whenever code gets checked into a repository, an alert can be
sent to an IT service management application from ServiceNow.

[Older] IBM: ?Mac users are happier and more productive? [4] [iophk: duh]

IBM CIO Fletcher Previn talked up fresh IBM findings that show those of its employees who
use Macs are more likely to stay with IBM and exceed performance expectations compared to
[Windows] users.

[Older] IBM: Mac users perform better at work and close larger high-value sales compared to [Windows] users[5]

Today, IBM announced some major news showing the benefits of using a Mac over a
[Windows machine] at work. According to IBM research, there are 22% more macOS users
who exceed expectations in performance reviews compared to Windows users. High-value
sales deals also tend to be 16% higher for Mac users compared to [Windows] users.

[Older] IBM: Our Mac-Using Employees Outperform Windows Users in Every Way [6]

According to IBM, one staff member can support 5,400 Mac users, while the company needed
one staff member per 242 [Windows] users. Only 5 percent of Mac users called the help desk
for assistance, compared with 40 percent of [Windows] users. This Mac-IBM love affair has
been ongoing for a few years, and the same IBM PR points out that in 2016, IBM CIO
Fletcher Previn declared that IBM saves anywhere from $273 to $543 when its end users
choose Mac over [Windows].

Centiq receives highest SUSE Solution Partner certification to bolster best-in-class enterprise cloud application migration and
implementation expertise for SAP projects [7]

Noop now named none [8]

Lately more and more people approached me with saptune warnings regarding ?noop? being
an invalid scheduler.

With new Servie Packs we see a transition from non-multiqueue schedulers (noop, cfq,
deadline) to multiqueue schedulers (none, mq-deadline, bfq, kyber).
This transition will be finished with kernel 5.x (SLES 15 SP2). Only multiqueue schedulers
will remain.
Even if you do not have upgraded lately, new hardware like NVMe?s can come with
multiqueue support only.
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